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This transcript is from a NOAA-led National Stakeholder Call focused on Section 216(c) 
of the Executive Order 14008 on Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad. The 
executive order directs NOAA to collect recommendations on how to make fisheries—including 
aquaculture—and protected resources more resilient to climate change. This includes changes in 
management and conservation measures and improvements in science, monitoring, and 
cooperative research. 
 

April 1, 2021 
 

 

Coordinator: Good morning and thank you for standing by.  At this time all participants are 

in a listen-only mode until the question-and-answer session of today's 

conference.  I would like to inform all parties that today's conference is being 

recorded.  If you have any objection you may disconnect at this time. I would 

now like to turn the conference over to Kate Naughten. Thank you. You may 

begin.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you very much. Good morning and good afternoon everyone 

depending on where you are calling us from. I'm Kate Naughten, the Director 

of Communications for NOAA Fisheries. I will be moderating this call today 

which in real terms, means I will be the timekeeper and help move things 

along.  We'd like to hear from as many different callers as possible.  

 

 So if you're calling in you know that this is our second of two stakeholder 

calls regarding Section 216(c) of the executive order on climate - excuse me, 

on making fisheries and protected resources more resilient to climate change.  

So we had a lot of callers last time who really wanted to talk about Section 

216(a) which is otherwise known as the 30 by '30 Section.  

 

 The Department of Commerce is taking the comments on that.  You can share 

those comments with us today if you'd like.  We will pass them along to the 

Department of the Interior.  If you are interested in making comments directly 

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/feature-story/give-us-your-input-making-fisheries-and-protected-resources-more-resilient-climate
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to the Department of the Interior, there is an email address on our Web site.  

Just look for the story on the executive order and the national stakeholder calls 

and you will find that Web address there.  

 

 Okay.  So our ground rules today - about three minutes per speaker.  The 

operator will share how to sign up and make a comment.  We are just 

accepting comments today.  There will not be a dialog.  If questions arise that 

we have the answer to, easy questions like I can tell you that that information 

is on our Web site; I will share that with you.   

 

 But otherwise, we will not be responding to the comments.  We may also go 

back for a second round if everyone who wants to make a comment is done.  

So you'd have to wait though.  You have to wait to see how we're doing on 

time and people in the queue.   

 

 You also have the option to submit a longer comment to the email box on our 

Web site, but those are due now.  So that deadline is today.  And that email 

box is OceanResources.Climate@NOAA.gov.   

 

 I'd like to introduce our speakers.  We have two members of our leadership 

who are with us.  And one is Paul Doremus and the other one is Nicole 

LeBoeuf.  And you'll have to pardon me.  I have a barking dog in the 

background here.   

 

Paul Doremus: Thank you, Kate.  And thanks to all of you, for taking the time to join us today 

and share your thoughts on this important executive order that's laid out - the 

tackling the climate crisis at home and abroad, Executive Order 14008.  And 

we are here to talk about as Kate mentioned, Section 216(c) of the executive 

order.  
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 This call is on NOAA to initiate efforts in the first 60 days from the date of 

the order, to collect input from fishermen, regional ocean councils, fishery 

management councils, scientists and other stakeholders, on how to make 

fisheries and protected resources more resilient to climate change, including 

changes in management and conservation measures and improvements in 

science, monitoring, and cooperative research.  

 

 So that's what we have explicitly been asked to do.  And that is fundamentally 

the purpose of this call and other outreach that we have been doing.  President 

Biden approved this and other efforts, has clearly shown support for 

minimizing and managing the effects of climate change across all sectors 

within the United States.  

 

 And this provision speaks in particular, to areas where NOAA has a very 

focused responsibility as I'll mention in a minute.  We certainly know from a 

lot of research and a lot of observation and a lot of concerns that many of you 

have raised to us, that fisheries, protected resources, and the habitats that 

support them, are being affected by climate change - climate related changes 

and ocean ecosystems, things like warming oceans, temperature changes, 

increasing acidification, sea level rise.  

 

 All that can affect the distribution and abundance of marine species and 

consequently, the people, the communities that depend upon them.  We are 

seeing these kinds of changes now in different regions of the country and the 

pressure on natural resources is something that we need to better understand 

and figure out collectively, how to effectively manage.  

 

 And that's pretty much at NOAA, what we do.  We work with partners to 

understand and respond to changing climate and ocean conditions and help 
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minimize impacts, adapt to the changes that are coming and ensure that future 

generations can enjoy the benefits of healthy, green ecosystems.  

 

 So our goal here today is to hear from you, to hear from everybody, to make 

sure that federal regulations are appropriate for managed species, to industry 

and the public.  We want to ensure we're doing everything we can to sustain 

resilient fisheries and protected resources.  And it starts with us today, inviting 

you to provide us your thoughts regarding how to make fisheries and 

protected resources more resilient to climate change.  

 

 So again, the EO asked us to collect recommendations along these lines, the 

impact on protected resources in fisheries, including aquaculture on - and 

things that we need in terms of changes in management and conservation 

measures, improvements in science, monitoring cooperative research, or other 

needs as you see them.  

 

 And keep in mind as you think about this, that there's a number of NOAA 

authorities that tie very directly to the executive order and why we've been 

asked to gather your views and to take on this charge.  And those 

responsibilities include the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the Endangered Species 

Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act, National Marine Sanctuaries Act, 

Coastal Zone Management and others.  

 

 And we will benefit from your input directly.  We'll use it to inform what we 

do next including with our own work, a series of planning activities that we've 

taken underway, our regional action plan under our broader national NOAA 

Fisheries climate science strategy.   

 

 And we'll be winding into that.  And of course in subsequent activities, we're 

at the administration under the terms of the executive order.  And we have 
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been also collecting input from the public through a broad request for 

information that's been out over the course of the last month.  The deadline for 

comments is actually tomorrow.  

 

 And those comments and RFI are all accessible by internet.  So I'll direct you 

to the same place Kate mentioned, OceanResources.Climate@NOAA.gov.  

And that is the place to go to keep track of what we're doing and to provide 

your views.  So again, thank you for being available.  

 

 Unfortunately we don't have the opportunity today to interact with all of you 

given our interest really in listening.  So I along with other members of our 

team, will be on the call, taking good notes, and hearing what you have to say.  

And we look forward to that.  I did want to mention that along with me and 

other members of the team at NOAA Fisheries, will be Nicole LeBoeuf who is 

currently acting as the Assistant Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, during 

the course of our transition to the new Administration.  So she will be in 

listening mode with us as well.  

 

 And again, thank you for being available.  I look forward to hearing what you 

have to say.  Kate, I will turn it back to you to open up the mic.   

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, Paul.  My apologies for that last interruption.  (Lorraine) if you 

could give the instructions on how folks could queue up to give their 

comments that would be great.  (Lorraine), are you with us?   

 

Coordinator: Thank you.  We will now begin the comment session.  If you would like to 

make a comment, please press star 1, unmute your phone and record your 

name clearly.  If you need to withdraw your comment please press star 2.  

You will have three minutes to make your comment.  Our first comment 

comes from (Matt Kinney).  Your line is open.  
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(Matt Kinney): Thank you very much.  I'm pleased to offer - thanks very much.  I'm pleased 

to offer comments today on behalf of (Unintelligible) Processes Association.  

Tackling climate resilience in (unintelligible) is a tall order, so please review 

our written comments for far more detailed input.   

 

 APA represents six seafood companies operating in the North Pacific and 

Pacific Fisheries.  Full operating (unintelligible) process and therefore in the 

Bering Sea (unintelligible) and Alaska (public) fishery which is by far the 

largest fishery in the United States and the largest seafood fishery in the 

world.  

 

 Fishermen are on the front lines of climate change.  Our region is already 

exhibiting noticeable shifts in the marine environment, including reductions in 

seasonal (unintelligible) and increased duration temperature ranges.  

Implementing science based strategies to promote resilience in the face of 

climate change is in everybody's interest.  

 

 Indeed, our system has the most to lose.  The fisheries management fails to 

adapt.  It is critical that scientists and managers have the tools they need to 

understand what is occurring and to ensure that fisheries and protected 

resources remain resilient.  That is why APA strongly supports efforts to 

ensure that resilience to a changing climate is (effectively) incorporated into 

every level of fishery science and management.  

 

 The Biden Administration can (set) us how to proceed.  We seek to highlight 

three overarching points.  First, it is critical that science be at the center of the 

decision making process.  Accordingly, NOAA's regional fisheries science 

centers must be funded at a new level, in order to meet the dawning 

challenges ahead.  The work of the Alaska Fishery Science Center has never 
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been more important, yet the amount being made on that (center) is simply not 

sustainable in the current funding environment.  

 

 We usually make increased regional marine science funding the first order of 

business of your climate resilience initiative.  Second, as the marine 

environment changes, dynamic rather than static management, must be the 

order of the day.  It does not make sense that some of the advocates who have 

been most forcefully sounding the alarm on ocean climate change is 

simultaneously seeking to promote outdated, static, area-based management 

approaches.   

 

 Most alarming are efforts to present scaling up the permanent - the scaling up 

of permanent (no take) (NCA)s as a climate resilience tool (unintelligible).  

That simply isn't supported by the science.  Permanent static (NPA)s are tying 

the hands of fishery scientists and managers who could otherwise work to 

distribute fishing effort over the entire range of their jurisdictional borders in 

ways that optimize conservation outcomes.  

 

 Third, the North Pacific is already pioneering new approaches to build climate 

resilience.  Please gain a detailed familiarity with these visionary efforts, as a 

starting point for your work.  APA is very much looking forward to working 

with the Biden Administration on this.  I appreciate the chance to comment.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, (Matt).  Good to hear from you.  (Lorraine), who's next?  

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Leigh Habegger.   

 

Leigh Habegger: Hi.  My name is Leigh Habegger.  I'm the Executive Director for the Seafood 

Harvesters of America.  Harvesters represents 19 different fishing 
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organizations from Alaska to Hawaii to (unintelligible) to Florida, that harvest 

a wide variety of sustainable seafoods.   

 

 I appreciate the opportunity to speak today about NOAA's work to support 

climate (ready) fisheries.  Commercial fishermen are some of the first to 

witness climate change impacts on and under our oceans, including warming 

waters, shifting stocks, deoxygenation and altered circulation patterns.   

 

 These impacts and many others, have serious implications for fishermen, 

fishing businesses, and coastal communities that all rely on fisheries 

resources.  We see NOAA's work to ensure our fisheries and protected 

resources are climate ready, as critically important, and strongly urge the 

agency to view fishermen as partners rather than adversaries in this work.  

 

 To that end we see a few priority areas of work for the agency.  First, there 

needs to be a strong investment in prioritization of science and research, to 

understand the impacts of climate change.  Our ability to adapt to and mitigate 

the worst of climate change, will depend on the degree to which we 

understand what is happening in our waters.  

 

 We strongly encourage NOAA to conduct expanded and more regular stock 

assessments which will continue to serve as underpinnings of our fisheries 

management System.  We cannot accept major disruptions or gaps in between 

our surveys anymore.  We also urge NOAA to increase collaborative research 

and partner with the fishing industry, to conduct research.   

 

 NOAA can capitalize on fishermen's unique expertise of the natural 

environments and their on the water historical perspective of trends and 

patterns.  Second, NOAA should work to collect and provide real time 

environmental data to the fishing industry so that fishermen can better plan 
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their fishing activities to avoid (unintelligible) while targeting their catch 

species.   

 

 Third, we urge NOAA to increase the ability for councils and other 

management bodies to be flexible, adaptive and responsive to the needs of 

their particular region.  NOAA should prioritize closing the gap between data 

collection and management action, if we are to support the councils in 

adaptive management.   

 

 On this note I will add that we strongly discourage NOAA from establishing 

any static, permanent, and closed areas for the sake of satisfying 30 by '30.  

Closing 30% of our (EEZ) to commercial fishing activity without the 

opportunity to review specific closure boundaries, wholly ignores what 

scientists are telling us about what will drive successful adaptive marine 

conservation outcomes in the face of climate change.  

 

 And finally, we urge NOAA to prioritize educating the public not just about 

the benefits of eating US caught seafood, but what they should be eating and 

when.  Climate change will continue to impact the seasonal availability of 

seafood in regions around the country and consumers can play a pivotal role 

in ensuring their continued demand for what fishermen are catching at any 

given time of the year.  

 

 Additionally, NOAA should help educate consumers about the environmental 

benefits of eating US caught seafood.  It is one of the (unintelligible) sources 

of protein and should be considered a climate solution itself.  I will also just 

put a nod in that we did see the recent publication by NOAA Fisheries which 

was great.   
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 Climate change is one of the biggest challenges of our lifetime, but it need not 

be a death knell for the fishing industries nor for our oceans.  We appreciate 

the efforts to solicit feedback on this important topic and we will provide 

additional written comments with more details.  Thank you.  

 

Kate Naughten: Leigh, thanks for your comments.  Okay (Lorraine), who's next?   

 

Coordinator: The next comment, (Kyle Schaeffer), your line is open.   

 

Kyle Schaefer: Hey folks.  Thanks so much for allowing me to comment today.  My name is 

Kyle Schaefer.  I am on the Board of the American Saltwater Guides 

Association.  I am a fly fishing guide.  It's how I make my career throughout 

the years.  I am running a guiding business out of Southern Maine.  And as of 

2019 my business is also carbon neutral.  

 

 This is obviously a topic that is very near and dear to our heart.  As fishing 

guides we are seeing changes right under our noses.  I've been lucky to guide 

in the western United States - Maine, the marshes of Argentina, and also run 

lodges in the Bahamas.  I've seen the firsthand effects of climate change in all 

of these fisheries.  And enormous challenges that are in front of us, it's 

imperative that we get in front of.  

 

 Over the past 30 years the Gulf of Maine has warmed 99% faster than the rest 

of the world's oceans.  And with that on a year to year basis, when I'm out 

guiding I'm seeing, you know, stocks are shifting.  We're seeing access to new 

species that we've never seen in Southern Maine on a more regular basis.  

We're seeing that the stocks are shifting and we're also seeing those migration 

patterns and fish are sticking around longer.  
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 Of course these are all firsthand observations but they correlate very closely 

with science and also with other guides and professionals around the world 

that are making their living off the water.  Addressing these climate change 

issues must be a top priority.  We need to approach these issues very carefully 

and with a very conservation minded perspective, one that has a very narrow 

degree.  

 

 We need better research and data and love to see how we can address shifting 

stocks and more of a real time schedule which I know is very, very 

challenging.  But we're seeing a lot of these changes happening in a short 

amount of time and how do we adjust as users of these resources.   

 

 So I mostly speak today as a concerned angler, a guide, somebody that makes 

his living off of the water.  And thanks a million for the opportunity to speak 

today.  I really appreciate it.   

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, Kyle, for your comments.  (Lorraine), who's next?  (Lorraine), we 

have some more speakers lined up?  Operator, are you with us?  

 

Coordinator: Yes.  Our next question comes from Michaela Morris.  Your line is open.  

 

Michaela Morris: Hi.  My name is Michaela Morris and I'm an Oceans Associate with 

Environment America.  We are a nationwide network of state based nonprofits 

that work to protect clean air, clean water and open spaces.  And I offer these 

comments today on Section 216(c), on the organization's behalf.  

 

 First, I entered the ocean conservation space because I grew up on the sea 

coast of New Hampshire.  And my time spent on the beach with my family 

and later as a lifeguard, was integral to the formation of my own identity, so 
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learning to swim, surf and sail in the water, both taught me confidence in 

myself and built a deep respect for our natural world.  

 

 Healthy and clean beaches matter deeply not only to me but also my family 

and my community.  Experiences related to the ocean are a part of what 

makes my hometown, Seabrook, New Hampshire, is so special.  It's tradition 

to dig clams in the marsh flats at low tide or to surf at the wall on North 

Beach.  And every summer seasonal shops and our boardwalks flourish as 

vacationers from out of state travel here.  

 

 Today I just want to thank the Biden-Harris Administration for prioritizing 

our wildlife, wild places and our coastal communities by taking action to 

adjust the climate crisis and its impacts on our nation's ocean resources.  We 

know, quite literally, the ocean is taking the heat from climate change, 

absorbing over 90% of the heat and nearly a third of the carbon dioxide from 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

 The result is an ocean that is warmer, more acidic and less habitable for fish 

and wildlife.  Our ocean (unintelligible) is also at risk, with a third of 

reforming corals and more than a third of all marine mammals threatened with 

extinction.  But we also know that the ocean is not just a victim of climate 

change, it can also be part of the solution.   

 

 Scientific research has shown that by placing at least 30% of our ocean in 

marine protected areas by 2030, is necessary to extend the extinction of ocean 

wildlife, support fisheries' resilience, stabilize our climate and safeguard our 

future.  To achieve this bold target we must harness the power of marine 

protected areas or MPAs.   
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 MPAs protect the ocean's biodiversity by reducing stress like offshore drilling, 

that our sea creatures face.  Some species protected include threatened and 

endangered species, marine mammals and sea turtles.  Additionally, MPAs 

enhance fisheries by protecting the older, larger fish and shellfish, that can 

replenish the population.  

 

 My childhood on the coast of New Hampshire, instilled me with an 

understanding of our country's incredible natural legacy and our legal 

framework to recognize this legacy, and our creative pathways for their 

protection.  The clear benefits of the MPAs (unintelligible) the power of this 

policy as a critical tool to protect our treasured ocean.   

 

 By strongly protecting at least 30% of the US ocean and marine protected 

areas by 2030, a commitment supported by four out of five american voters, 

the US can ensure our ocean life is protected, our fisheries remain resilient 

and that our seas are given a chance to adapt to climate change.  

 

 We want thriving, oceans, fisheries, sea creatures, and coastal communities 

for generations to come.  And 30% - 30 by '30 will help us get there.   

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, Michaela.   

 

Coordinator: Our next comment… 

 

Kate Naughten: All right.  (Lorraine), who's next?  

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from George Baldwin.  Your line is open.   

 

George Baldwin: Hi.  I'm George Baldwin.  I’m a 53 year recreational fisherman and an 

educator at a school concentrating on marine biology and technology.  I'm 
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also President of the Connecticut Surfcasters Association, and have been 

involved in grassroots fisheries conservation for over 30 years.   

 

 Things I've seen as a fisherman and a teacher of marine biology, who has done 

troll and (same) studies, tagging studies, monitored fish traps for over 20 years 

and done extensive rod and reel fishing for several decades, I've seen here on 

Long Island Sound the loss of many organisms for whom we're at the warmer 

end of the range, and an influx of species from warmer Mid-Atlantic waters 

moving into Long Island Sound as it's warming, that we were once at the 

cooler end of their habitat or even beyond it.  

 

 And this is really to a great magnitude.  It's at the point where black seabass 

which were pretty uncommon in Long Island Sound, are now eating 

everything off the bottom.  I've had days when every drop of my (jig) was 

literally inhaled by juvenile black seabass.  

 

 But it's a lot more than that.  This problem's a lot bigger than a lot of people 

realize.  And everyone looks at the big, you know, macro fauna, you know, 

the whales and the, you know, the game fish, etc., but there's a lot more to it 

than that.  We're looking at changes in water temperature, pH water chemistry, 

hypoxia, re-rooted ocean currents, rising waters, increasing severe storm 

frequency and rising water levels.  

 

 All right.  When translated to the effects on fish and fisheries this means 

changes in breeding times, fecundity and recruitment success, habitat 

destruction, habitat ranges, breeding locations and migration patterns, catch 

and release mortality, forage base and the entire food web.  The plankton that 

are supporting the fin fish are changing.  It's all changing from the atoms that 

control the water chemistry, to the apex predators.   
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 All right, so we've got to make our fisheries impervious and resilient to the 

changes inevitable in the near future.  We've got to be more vigilant in 

protecting them against both purposeful and accidental overharvest.  Protect 

habitat and clean up our waters, restore our fisheries to an abundance level 

that can withstand severe weather events and other phenomena that can cause 

repeated annual recruitment failures.  

 

 Ecosystem based management is imperative and cannot be put off and just 

talked about like we have done the last 30 years, and it has been 30 years.  I 

remember speaking at hearings 30 years about it, and we're still doing that this 

year.  Entire ecosystems will be rearranging.  The whole thing.  The days of 

species by species management, each one in isolation, are over.  Let's get on 

it.  The changes are already happening.  Let's not wait until it's too late.   

 

 One thing we could do is work with distributing grants to educational 

institutions and local organizations, so we can collect local data on the water 

chemistry habitat changes and monitoring fish population.  You know, there's 

going to be a lot of things happening and a lot of places that are going to need 

to be addressed in different ways.  

 

 It's a complex situation with many facets.  The science and solutions must also 

be multifaceted and widespread.  So like I said, more local monitoring and 

local projects also.  And let's beef up our fisheries so that they can withstand 

short term and long term changes that they've got to deal with.  All right.  And 

that's what I have to say.  Thank you very much for the opportunity to 

comment.  

 

Kate Naughten: George, thanks for calling in today.  I appreciate it.  And (Lorraine), before we 

go to the next caller, will you just repeat the instructions in case people have a 

comment?  And then we can go to the next caller.  Thank you.  
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Coordinator: If you would like to make a comment please press star 1, unmute your phone 

and record your name clearly.  If you need to withdraw your comment please 

press star 2.  You will have three minutes to make your comment.  Our next 

comment comes from David Monti.   

 

David Monti: Yes.  Thanks (Lorraine).  Thank you NOAA.  Arguably, our nation has the 

best managed fisheries in the world and we thank you for all your hard work.  

I am a charter captain from the state of Rhode Island.  I am a member of the 

American Saltwater Guides Association.  I'm a board member from Rhode 

Island.  But I am also second vice president of the Rhode Island Saltwater 

Anglers Association which has 7500 affiliated members and 28 different 

fishing organization affiliates throughout New England.   

 

 So anglers are really experiencing profound changes from climate impacts and 

many of those mentioned today - warming water, high levels of acid, lower 

oxygen, rising sea level and habitat deterioration.  The fish I catch today as a 

charter captain, are vastly different in type and abundance than I caught ten 

years ago. 

 

 Warm water fish as we know, have moved into the northeast United States 

area including black seabass, scup, and summer flounder.  And certainly, cold 

water fish such as winter flounder and American lobster, have left for colder 

and deeper water.  All of this is leading to less abundance, less productive 

stock which could lead to lower catches, less stability, shifting stock certainly 

have already occurred, new (buy) catch and extreme events.   

 

 These climate change impacts have created challenges - challenges such as 

shifting stock and the need for reallocation both by states, regions and even 

between sectors.  States with quota fish outside of their normal geographic 
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range to catch fish.  And those in the areas where there are fish in abundance 

have little (quota). 

 

 A recreational fishing example is the hope anglers have in regard to the 

summer flounder, (scup) and black seabass reallocation (amendment) now 

before the Mid-Atlantic council and the commission.  We hope our nation will 

restore commercial and recreational reallocations back to the "real" level that 

they were when allocations were originally made and estimated.  And of 

course, I'm referring to the (unintelligible).  

 

 With multiple regions and sectors vying for the same fish NOAA needs to 

step in to make decisions if regional councils cannot agree on these allocation 

issues.  Our national fisheries need to have strong and sustainable science 

based management more than ever before.   

 

 We should not move to weaken standards as some stakeholders have 

suggested and advocated for.  Lowering the bar on ecological reference points 

such as biomass thresholds and targets, is not the way to go.  We need to both 

rebuild fish stocks as usual and work hard to mitigate and anticipate climate 

impacts today and in the future.   

 

 For solutions first we need to make fisheries climate ready by building healthy 

stocks and overfishing and rebuild stocks.  Second, we need to fill the science 

gap with enhanced surveys and assessments that are done more frequently.  

And third, we need more funding into the enhanced science and management 

programs.  

 

 We also need to explore creative ways to anticipate climate impacts, 

developing a series of leading indicators that ring an alarm when fish stocks or 

habitat are changing in the region.  Indicators could include electronic 
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monitoring for recreational catch and effort in real time, watching for major 

shifts in species that are caught or not caught in their relative abundance.  

 

 On the commercial fisheries side, a leading indicator certainly could be a 

decline in catch from previous year or years.  I thank you for this comment 

opportunity.   

 

Kate Naughten: David, thank you for calling in.  (Lorraine) back to you, for our next caller.  

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Tony DiLernia.  Your line is open.  

 

Tony DiLernia: Thank you very much.  Thank you for the opportunity to make my comments.  

I am Tony DiLernia and while I am a current member of the Mid-Atlantic 

Fishery Management Council, the comments that I'm offering are my own.  I'd 

like to speak to East Coast shipping stocks and how they should be managed.  

 

 One of the guiding principles of the Fisheries Management and Conservation 

Act of '76, later to become the Magnuson-Stevens Act was that fishermen 

would be involved of the management of the species of their coasts.  Each of 

the eight regional fisheries managers councils was assigned species to manage 

based on the distribution of the stocks in 1977.   

 

 Many stocks have shifted since then.  In 1977 black seabass were abundant in 

the waters of Virginia to New York and they were rarely seen in the waters of 

Southern New England.  Today black seabass are more abundant than cod in 

Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts water.  

 

 Data for the Northeast Fisheries Science Center has demonstrated a 250 mile 

northeastern shift in the center of the summer flounder population and (scup) 

stocks continue to grow and expand into New England waters.  These species 
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which were always found in Southern New England in limited quantities, are 

now quite plentiful and have expanded their range from the offshore waters of 

Virginia and Maryland, to include the region of New Jersey to Massachusetts.  

 

 Yet the fishermen of Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts do not 

have a vote when the final federal recommendations for these species are 

transmitted to the US Secretary of Commerce.  True, the New England 

Fishery Management Council Liaisons is permitted to represent the Southern 

New England region at meetings of the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management 

Council and meetings of the (unintelligible) committee.  

 

 However, that same liaison is not permitted to vote in full council where the - 

when the final recommendations are transmitted to the Secretary of 

Commerce.  It is for this reason that in recent years Rhode Island has 

requested to be added to the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council.   

 

 Other stocks have a southern distribution.  Virginia and New Jersey have 

significant scallop fisheries, yet neither state as a member of the Mid-Atlantic 

Council can vote on the final recommendations of the scallop fisheries.  It is 

the New England Council that has been assigned scallops.  The Mid-Atlantic 

Council has voting representation on the New England Scallop Committee 

who in final council - final scallop recommendations to the Secretary of 

Commerce, have decided members of the Mid-Atlantic Council are not 

permitted to vote.  

 

 Just as the New England representatives or the Mid-Atlantic (unintelligible) 

Committee cannot vote on final recommendations.  The list of states of 

fishermen unable to participate in the final decisions of species found in 

federal waters off of their shorelines, continues to grow as climate change 

results in stocks expanding or shifting their range.  
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 Two additional Mid-Atlantic examples include surf clams and ocean 

(quahog)s originally distributed from Maryland to New York, now currently 

harvested in (critical) waters offshore of New Jersey to Massachusetts.  And 

the squids both loligo and illex, primarily in New Jersey and New York 

fisheries, have now expanded into Rhode Island waters.  

 

 In addition, current landing information shows that many species managed by 

the South Atlantic Fisheries Management Council such as mahi mahi, Spanish 

American or (blue line) (tile fish), are now shifting into federal waters 

offshore of the Mid-Atlantic states.  As climate change progresses species will 

continue to expand, shift, or change their ranges and it is clear that shifting 

stocks are creating situations where fishermen are not involved in the final 

recommendations of the fisheries off their shores.  

 

 To date, fisheries management has not been adaptive to changes in stock 

abundance and distribution.  How to solve this dilemma without adding more 

states to each of the regional councils?  One solution would be to change the 

voting structure for the final recommendations of each species.  For example, 

when the Mid-Atlantic Council needs to manage black seabass, summer 

flounder or (scup)… 

 

Kate Naughten: Hey Tony, I'm sorry to interrupt you.  You're way over time here.  Do you 

want to wrap it up and we'll go on with the next caller?  

 

Tony DiLernia: Sure.  Well finally, what I would suggest is that Section 302 of the Magnuson-

Stevens Act be amended so that the Secretary can for purposes of 

management, assign different states for managing different - sorry.   
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Kate Naughten: (Lorraine)?  (Lorraine), are you there?  (Lorraine), are we good?  Hello?  Paul, 

can you come off mute and let me know if you can hear me?  

 

Paul Doremus: Yes, I can Kate.  This is… 

 

Coordinator: (Unintelligible).   

 

Paul Doremus: There we go.   

 

Kate Naughten: Okay.  Thanks.   

 

Paul Doremus: So I’m not sure what happened there.  That's a new one on this.  I haven't had 

a glitch like that.  So we'll just give a second to see if (Lorraine) is able to 

reconnect our next speaker if at all possible.  

 

Kate Naughten: Okay.  Operator, are you with us?  Operator, are you there?  So for all the 

folks on the phone, I think we're just having a technical issue here.  If you 

could just hang on with us I think the problem is on Verizon's end.  So let me 

see if I can work that.  We'll be right back.  Hold on one second, please.  

 

 Guys, I'm still trying to get in touch with the operator.  Just please hold with 

me and we'll see if we can resurrect this.  Hold on now.  Folks, for whatever 

reason we've lost the connection with Verizon which is incredibly important 

because it's also giving us our transcript for the call.  At this - (Lorraine), are 

you there?   

 

Coordinator: This is the operator.  Were you ready for questions?   

 

Kate Naughten: Yes.  We are ready for… 
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Coordinator: Certainly.  

 

Kate Naughten: …questions.   

 

Coordinator: Okay.  One moment please.  

 

Kate Naughten: (Unintelligible) folks lined up.   

 

Coordinator: And at this time if you would like to ask a question please press star 1.  One 

moment please.  Our next question is from Patrick Cassidy.  

 

Patrick Cassidy: Hi.  Can everybody hear me?   

 

Kate Naughten: Yes, sir.  We can.  Please go ahead.  

 

Patrick Cassidy: Thank you.  My name's Patrick Cassidy.  I'm a full time fishing guide from 

boat and shore on Cape Cod in Massachusetts, arguably where fisheries 

management got its start.  I also teach Coast Guard approved captains, launch 

tender and boating safety classes, and I'm a member of the American 

Saltwater Guides Association.  I'm a member of the Flyfishing Climate 

Alliance and am currently a consultant on water quality issues.  

 

 Formerly, I covered energy and environmental beats as a reporter and a news 

editor at the Cape Cod Times including writing stories and leading coverage 

on debates over renewable energy projects and climate change.  In my current 

role as a small business owner and a guide who is on the water all the time, I 

have experienced and witnessed firsthand, the effects of climate change.   

 

 Whether it's the flying fish that kept pace with my boat in Nantucket Sound 

last year, the tarpan and other southern species I've seen mixed in with the fish 
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that we traditionally target with, or the extraordinarily uncomfortable feeling 

of wading through water that felt more like a hot tub than water directly 

connected to the North Atlantic, these changes are more obvious with every 

passing year.   

 

 The flat Earth theorists must not be getting their feet wet.  As you know, these 

anecdotal experiences are borne out in science.  The water as the Gulf of 

Maine as has already been mentioned, is warming faster than 99% of the 

planet's oceans.  And the conveyor belt that is the Gulf Stream, is in danger of 

breaking down entirely.  Fishermen know perhaps more than anyone, how 

important moving water is.  

 

 I worry that Cape Cod will someday become a place striped bass in particular, 

pass by on their way to summer in cooler waters, something that may already 

be happening.  My request to you as part of this process is for more federal 

funding and attention to the effects of climate change in warming waters on 

our fisheries.  

 

 This should include direction to all agencies that interact with and manage 

these fisheries, to make research including done in cooperation with the 

people who make their living on the water, on the issue and the integration of 

the results of that research in decision making and priority.  Funding through 

the federal government to states, should be predicated on the same.   

 

 I know I speak for many of the people who do what I do for a living, as well 

as for many of our clients.  They tell us in conversations, every time we're on 

the water with them.  These changes have the potential to devastate not only 

my livelihood but also the place I call home.   
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 Because of this I'm putting my time and money where my mouth is.  I along 

with many other guides, led by people like Kyle Schaefer who you heard from 

earlier, shops and larger businesses are actively seeking to reduce our carbon 

footprints with the goal of carbon neutrality.  

 

 I also just want to - a quick reference to our commercial brethren and we see 

them as that.  Although the for hire sector and recreational sectors may not 

always agree with the commercial sector on some things, I do believe that 

everyone in all these sectors should agree that managing fisheries to 

abundance is good for everyone.   Thank you for the time and your attention 

to this critical topic.   

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, Patrick.  I appreciate your comment.  Operator, could you give 

folks instructions again in case they're interested in making a comment?  And 

we'll go to our next call.  

 

Coordinator: Certainly.  And for any comments, please press star 1.  And our next comment 

comes from Allison Colden.  Allison Colden, your line is open.   

 

Allison Colden: Thank you.  This is Allison Colden.  I'm with the Chesapeake Bay Foundation 

and I appreciate the opportunity to speak with you all today.  The Chesapeake 

Bay Foundation is the largest regional conservation organization, dedicated to 

the protection and restoration of the Chesapeake Bay, our nation's largest 

estuary.   

 

 We represent over 300,000 members and (e-subscribers), with offices in 

Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC.  Our work in 

fisheries at the state and federal level, spans decades, working to conserve and 

protect our most important fisheries and the habitats they depend upon.  
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 As a leading environmental education and restoration organization, our staff 

are in the field every day.  And unfortunately, they're already seeing the 

effects of climate change on numerous species.  They are reporting increased 

frequencies of southern fish species in our sampling efforts, reduced 

abundance of underwater grasses and decreased oyster spawning and 

increased mortality from changing rainfall patterns.  

 

 These observations highlight the need for increasing climate resiliency and the 

need to do so now to protect the viability and productivity of fisheries in the 

Chesapeake Bay region and throughout the nation.  With that, we strongly 

urge NOAA to consider the following recommendation - prioritize funding for 

research on climate drivers of fisheries productivity toward the development 

of predictive models that will help to determine where stocks may shift and 

how climate change will impact important vital rates of fish populations, 

particularly recruitment and survival.  

 

 We urge you to fund research into better understanding how climate change 

effects will alter efficiency of fisheries.  Fish may become more or less 

vulnerable or react different to fishing gear based on their physiological 

stressers brought on by climate change.   

 

 Understanding these impacts are critical as many assumptions about these 

interactions underly the analyses that drive fisheries management at both the 

state and federal level.  We urge you to maintain, expand, and improve upon 

our ocean observing network, to better understand in real time, the changes to 

environmental variables that are impacting the productivity distribution and 

survival (unintelligible).  

 

 And use this information to track and predict the shift in central habitats that 

support these species, including providing planning and observation tools for 
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aquaculture operators to improve sighting and operations under 

(unintelligible).  Finally, we urge you to undertake a strategic evaluation of 

the policies, procedures and governance (factors) that fishery management 

councils and commissions determine how best to cope with shifts in climate 

change impact in a sustainable, proactive, and equitable manner.  

 

 We know that climate change will impact all aspects of our nation's fisheries 

and aquaculture sectors.  Planning ahead for these changes and just as 

importantly, allocating adequate resources to address these changes, is critical 

to (unintelligible) productivity of our nation's fisheries in coastal 

communities.   

 

 Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.  And I hope you 

take them into consideration.   

 

Kate Naughten: Allison, thank you for calling in.  We're ready for our next caller.  

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Captain Brian Williams.   

 

Captain Brian Williams: Hey.  Can you hear me all right?   

 

Kate Naughten: We sure can.  Go ahead, Captain.  

 

Captain Brian Williams: Okay.  Hey, thank you for your time.  I'm actually sitting here right 

now in my truck in an area I can only access at low tide now, where a house 

used to stand, as these waters have rose.  My name is Captain Brian Williams.  

I'm a full time fishing guide and owner of Bad Fish Charters.    

 

 I operate around the back waters and oceanfront of the Great Egg Harbor 

River Basin, located in Ocean City, New Jersey.  We now see a southern shift 
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of species we could have only dreamed of in the past.  (Unintelligible) 

actually have runs now, rays and summer sharks by the thousands.   Just last 

season I saw two tarpan roll in the back country.  And we now have a world 

class sheepshead fishery that is currently unregulated and not studied 

whatsoever.  I've tagged multiple sheepshead in the hopes of learning their 

movements.   

 

 I think we need to manage all of these fish accordingly, managing ahead of 

the arrival of more of these species, with regulations in place before they 

become a target.  This will assure we don't see overfishing.  I'm already seeing 

that with the sheepshead as they're unregulated and they're already becoming a 

heavy target.  

 

 But most importantly of all, I think to preserve any and all species, we need to 

see more sub-aquatic habitat replanning.  As it stands, it's been over a century 

since (yellow) grass filtered my waters and cleared them of sediment as it 

went extinct in Southern New Jersey long ago, wiped out by a wasting disease 

in the early 1900s.  

 

 Shortly after this we lost most of our oysters due to what appears to be an 

overworking of their filtering capacity due to diminished water quality and 

increased sediment created by the barren, grassless bottom.  But in closing, I 

think there's no doubt we need to plan ahead, creating hospitable habitats for 

these beings, as we're already seeing a 300 plus mile shift in species of both 

land and water.  Thank you for your time.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you for calling in.  We're ready for our next caller.   

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from (Taylor Clemente).  Your line is open.   
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(Taylor Clemente): Hi.  Thank you so much for letting me comment.  And thank you NOAA, 

for hosting this.  And I also want to thank the Biden-Harris Administration for 

leadership on addressing the climate crisis and its impact on our nation's 

ocean resources.  My name is (Taylor) and I attend the University of 

Washington, studying Environmental Studies.   

 

 And here in Washington State, our oceans are a key part of our identity.  The 

fishing industry provides a significant number of jobs and revenue, the oceans 

and marine life living in them also play a huge role in many of the indigenous 

cultures in our state.  And many Washingtonians, including myself, enjoy 

spending time on and around the water, whether it's kayaking or whale 

watching or just appreciating the view.  

 

 But our oceans are at more risk than ever.  The ocean is literally taking the 

heat from climate change, absorbing over 90% of the heat and nearly a third 

of the carbon dioxide from greenhouse gas emissions.  The result is an ocean 

that is warmer, more acidic, and less habitable for fish and wildlife.  Our 

ocean's biodiversity is also at risk with a third of reforming coral and more 

than a third of all marine mammals threatened with extinction.   

 

 The ocean is not just a victim of climate change, it can also be part of the 

solution.  Scientific research has shown that placing at least 30% of our ocean 

in marine protected areas by 2030, is necessary to (send) the extinction of 

ocean wildlife, stabilize our climate, and safeguard our future.  

 

 Marine protected areas are critical tools to enhance the resilience of US fish 

populations and protected resources.  MPAs promote and retain complex 

intact ecosystems that are better at resisting the impact of climate change.  

They also protect the ocean's biodiversity including threatened and 
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endangered species, marine mammals, including Washington's resident Orca 

whale pods and sea turtles, all considered protected resources by NOAA.  

 

 And MPAs protect them from multiple threats, reducing added stressers and 

boosting these species' resilience in the face of climate change.  By strongly 

protecting at least 30% of the US ocean and marine protected areas by 2030, a 

commitment that is supported by four out of five American voters, the US can 

ensure that our ocean life is protected and that our ocean is given a chance to 

adapt to climate change.  Thank you.  

 

Kate Naughten: (Taylor), thank you for calling in.  I'll just remind callers that as we said at the 

top of the call, any comments on the 30 by '30 we'll share with the Department 

of the Interior.  They are the point on collecting comments on that section of 

this particular executive order.  So thanks again.  And we'll take our next 

caller.  

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Allison Lorenc. 

 

Allison Lorenc: Good afternoon.  Allison Lorenc commenting on behalf of Conservation Law 

Foundation.  We are a New England based environmental advocacy 

organization that has been focused on promoting sustainable fisheries in New 

England, for over 30 years.   

 

 First, I want to thank NOAA and the Biden Administration, for your 

leadership on addressing the climate crisis and its impact on our fisheries.  As 

has been said previously, New England's ocean, the Gulf of Maine, is 

warming faster than most of the global oceans and is likely more susceptible 

to acidification than previously thought.   
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 New England's most iconic fish, Atlantic Cod, which has been overfished and 

been subject to overfishing for decades, is known to be influenced by 

environmental conditions.  Ecological changes driven by climate change, are 

already impacting cod's (spatial) distribution and productivity.  

 

 In the long term, warming coastal waters are likely to further reduce the 

amount of habitat that is thermally optimal for cod.  It's likely that stock 

rebuilding will be slower and more difficult due to climate change. CLF urges 

NOAA to first, maintain strong implementation of science based conservation 

requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act; second, invest in upgrades to 

climate ready fishery science, with which we see great opportunity for 

cooperative research with the industry who experience impacts of climate 

change on the water every day.  

 

 And third, establish guideline for integrated climate and to fishery 

management, including directly evaluating and addressing climate impacts on 

stocks within assessment models.  Importantly, climate change is not an 

excuse to avoid difficult management decisions or legal obligations such as 

rebuilding overfished stock like Atlantic Cod.  

 

 Science shows that healthy, well managed stock are more resilient to 

ecological change.  Specifically marine protected areas are an important 

conservation tool for building climate ready fisheries, and have been shown to 

improve overfished stock like cod.  By strongly protecting at least 30% of the 

ocean (unintelligible) protect areas by 2030 the US can ensure that 

communities thrive, our ocean is protected, and our ocean is given a chance to 

adapt.  

 

 We additionally urge NOAA to establish an inclusive process and take swift 

action to achieve this 30 by '30 national goal.  Thank you.  
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Kate Naughten: Thanks, Allison.  Do we have another caller, (Lorraine)?   

 

Coordinator: Yes.  (Jason Overlink), your line is open.  

 

(Jason Overlink): Hello.  And thank you for giving me an opportunity to speak today.  I would 

like to thank the Biden-Harris Administration for their leadership on 

addressing the climate crisis and its impacts on our nation's ocean resources.  

Here in Florida, our oceans are a key part of our identity.  When you think of 

our state you think of our beaches, our coral reefs and our world class fishing.  

People travel from all over the world to visit our state and explore our marine 

ecosystems, making tourism our number one industry.  

 

 As a native Floridian, an angler, and a scuba diver, Florida's oceans hold a 

special place in my heart and I look forward to sharing the experiences I've 

had with my future children.  But our oceans are more at risk than ever.  The 

ocean is literally taking the heat from climate change, absorbing over 90% of 

the heat and nearly 1/3 of the carbon dioxide from greenhouse gas emissions.  

The result is an ocean that is warmer, more acidic and less habitable for fish 

and wildlife.  

 

 Our ocean's biodiversity is also at risk with a third of reforming corals and 

more than a third of all marine mammals threatened with extinction.  A recent 

report from NOAA found the reefs of the Keys and South Florida, are the 

most degraded in the nation, listed in the report as impaired.  The ocean is not 

just a victim of climate change.  It can also be part of the solution.   

 

 Scientific research has shown that placing at least 30% of our ocean in marine 

protected areas by 2030 is necessary to stop the extinction of ocean wildlife, 

stabilizing our climate and safeguarding our future.  Marine protected areas 

are critical tools to enhance the resilience of US fish populations and protected 
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resources.  MPAs promote and retain complex intact ecosystems that are 

better at resisting the impact to climate change  

 

 MPAs also protect the ocean's biodiversity including threatened and 

endangered species, marine mammals and sea turtles, all considered protected 

resources by NOAA from multiple threats, reducing added structures and 

boosting these species' resilience in the face of climate change.   

 

 By strongly protecting at least 30% of the US ocean and marine protected 

areas by 2030, a commitment that is supported by four out of five American 

voters, the US can ensure that our ocean life is protected and that our ocean is 

given a chance to adapt to climate change.  Thank you.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, (Jason).  We'll take our next caller.   

 

Coordinator: (Karen Davis), your line is open.  

 

(Karen Davis): Hi.  Can you hear me?   

 

Kate Naughten: We can.  Please go ahead.  

 

(Karen Davis): Great.  Thank you for taking my call.  My name is (Karen Davis).  I'm calling 

from Seattle, Washington.  Breaching the lower four Snake River dams is one 

way that we can help fisheries be more resilient to climate change.  These 

dams are driving salmon to extinction in part because of slow moving water in 

the slack water reservoirs behind the dams, causes river temperatures to rise to 

lethal levels for salmon.  

 

 These warming reservoirs also promote algae growth and decay, which in turn 

produce significant amounts of methane.  Methane is an even more potent 
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driver of climate change than is carbon.  We've spent $17 billion trying to 

restore the 13 endangered and threatened Snake River salmon and steelhead 

species, but all of that has failed to recover a single run.  

 

 We clearly cannot recreate nature with our manmade systems.  Given that the 

lower Snake River dams are not significant power producers and they are 

hemorrhaging money towards failed fish mitigation efforts, they must be 

breached immediately to help both the climate crisis and the extinction crisis 

that we are facing.  

 

 The United nations issued a recent report stating that humans are making the 

Earth a broken and increasingly unlivable planet through climate change, 

biodiversity loss and pollution.  It calls for us to drastically change our ways.  

UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres, said "Without nature's help we will 

not thrive or even survive."   

 

 Rivers are the vascular systems of our planet.  They promote biodiversity and 

act as a conduit for species and nutrients to move from oceans and back again.  

This past century of dam building has proven that dams act like tourniquets, 

killing the very ecosystems that their rivers once supported.  Science, 

economics, the environment, and the law have all demanded that the four 

lower Snake River dams be breached.   

 

 This one effort will bring about enormous benefit for our fisheries and our 

ecosystem as a whole.  We have no more time to waste. These salmon are 

going extinct.  The dams must be breached now.  Thank you for taking my 

comment.   

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, (Karen).  Back to you, (Lorraine), for our next caller.  
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Coordinator: Our next comment comes from (Caroline Somar).   

 

(Caroline Somar): Hi.  Can you hear me?   

 

Kate Naughten: Sure can, (Caroline).  Go ahead.  

 

(Caroline Somar): Okay.  Thanks everyone, for letting me speak in the hearing today.  So I’m 

(Caroline Somar), a freshman undergraduate student at the University of 

Massachusetts Amherst and an intern for a public interest network called 

MASSPIRG, in their 100% renewable energy campaign.   

 

 Growing up in Boston I always remember biking with my friends and family 

around Boston Harbor, hanging out in the city and especially going on those 

whale watches.  But little did I know that sea level rise in Boston Harbor 

could reach over 3 feet by 2070 and over 7 feet by the end of the century.  If 

we return to business as usual this will only be a recipe for disaster in 

combating climate change as (unintelligible) levels and sea levels continue to 

rise.  

 

 As such, I know that oceans are a core part of our identity as fellow 

Americans, but more importantly as human beings of this planet.  But like I 

said, oceans are at risk at this very moment.  And if we don't do something the 

situation will only get worse.  The ocean absorbs greater than 90% of the heat 

and 1/3 of CO2 from greenhouse gas emissions.  As a result, our oceans are 

warmer, more acidic, and less habitable for fish and wildlife, endangering our 

whole biodiversity.  

 

 On the brighter side, the ocean can be part of the solution as well.  Research 

has actually shown that placing at least 30% of our ocean in marine protected 
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areas by 2030 is necessary to curb the extension of ocean wildlife and mitigate 

the negative effects of climate change.  

 

 Furthermore, marine protected areas protect the oceans' biodiversity, such as 

threatened and endangered marine species.  All of these marine life 

populations are considered protected resources by NOAA from threats like 

reducing added stressers and boosting these species' resilience in combating 

climate change.  

 

 I just want to conclude with this.  We must support the 30 by '30 initiative.  

We must protect at least 30% of the US ocean and marine protected areas by 

2030, which is actually a commitment that 80% of American voters already 

support.  Let's make the changes necessary to bring this (massive vision) into 

a reality.  Thank you.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you for your comment.  And just a reminder, again folks who are 

commenting on 30 by '30 you can go to our Web site, the page that had all the 

details for this meeting.  And there is an email box.  There is an email address 

listed at the bottom of that page and you can also send your comments directly 

to the Department of the Interior that way.  Okay.  Our next caller.  Thank 

you.  

 

Coordinator: Brittney Parker, your line is open.  

 

Brittney Parker: Hello.  This is Brittney Parker and I'm the Resilience Coast and Marine Policy 

Specialist at National Wildlife Federation.  National Wildlife Federation is the 

nation's largest conservation organization representing more than 6 million 

members and supporters nationally, as well as 53 state and territorial affiliate 

organizations.   
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 We would like to thank NOAA and the Biden-Harris Administration, for 

taking steps to effectively work to address impacts of the climate crisis on the 

nation's resources.  National Wildlife Federation strives to remain a national 

network of likeminded state and territorial groups, seeking balanced common 

sense solutions to environmental problems that work for both wildlife, fish, as 

well as people.  

 

 The following comments are in response to NOAA's request for 

recommendations related to Section 216(c) of the Executive Order.  The 

world's oceans are responsible for producing countless critical resources and 

services to societies across the globe including playing a major role in climate 

change mitigation.  

 

 As a result of the ocean services mitigating climate change through heat and 

carbon dioxide absorption, ocean temperatures are rising and waters are 

becoming acidified.  These climate change induced shifts in ocean conditions 

threaten the existence of many marine species, particularly many organisms at 

the base of the food web, resulting in the destabilization of numerous other 

interrelated spaces.  

 

 In order to promote the climate resilience of our nation's fisheries and other 

protected resources, the Federation encourages NOAA to pursue the following 

activities - number one, enhance ecosystem based fisheries management 

including by improving protections for forage fish species.   

 

 NOAA should further utilize national marine fishery services, ecosystem 

based fisheries management policy and roadmap, including ensuring that 

every regional fisheries management council has ecosystem based fisheries 

management implementation plans in place, which include precautionary 
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measures to manage foraged fish, habitat production and restoration, and 

integrate climate change into management strategies.   

 

 Number two, enhance and expand the marine protected area neatwork as a 

climate resilience tool.  NWF would like to also encourage NOAA to always 

consider the importance of stakeholder consultation and outreach with diverse 

audiences whenever creating or expanding MPAs.   

 

 Number three, invest in restoration and protection of coastal ecosystems, like 

marshes, main groves, coral and oyster reefs, keep and seagrasses, and 

(elevate) federal agencies' expertise on coastal resilience and their related 

responsibilities throughout the federal government with the help of NOAA's 

expertise.   

 

 Again, we would like to thank NOAA and the Biden-Harris Administration, 

for taking the steps necessary to effectively work to address the impacts of 

climate change on the nation's resources, and providing an opportunity for 

organizations like National Wildlife Federation, to provide input related to 

this important work.  Thank you.   

 

Kate Naughten: Great, thanks.  I appreciate your input.  Next caller?   

 

Coordinator: Our next caller is (Melissa Young).  Your line is open.  

 

Melissa Jung: Good afternoon.  My name is Melissa Jung and I’m the Community 

Engagement Manager for the Inland Ocean Coalition headquartered in 

Boulder, Colorado where we focus on creating stewards for the ocean and 

landmark states.   
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 Colorado and other inland states are home to hundreds and thousands of scuba 

drivers who travel and love the ocean as well as families who enjoy the 

beaches.  We contribute to coastal economies through our tourism.  And even 

though we may not see the ocean every day, we understand the problems the 

ocean's experiencing and the importance of protecting it.  

 

 There's no question that we're facing a climate emergency that is heavily 

affecting the ocean in many ways we have already - that have already been 

mentioned today, leading to many species populations falling close to 

extinction.   

 

 While it's easy to see how the ocean is affected by climate change, it also has 

the ability to be one of our greatest solutions.  However, the ocean cannot help 

us out of this climate emergency if we do not act now to protect it.  Research 

has shown that protecting at least 30% of our ocean in Marine protected areas, 

is necessary for the recovery of nearly extinct species and fisheries, stabilizing 

our economy and making sure we're creating a healthy environment not only 

for ourselves but for future generations.  

 

 Marine protected areas allow for ecosystems to remain complex through high 

levels of biodiversity giving them the ability to better resist the impact of 

climate change.  Through the protection of older, larger fish in marine 

protected areas, wildlife populations are better able to replenish their numbers 

as individuals are removed and provide climate ready fisheries.   

 

 Permanently protecting at least 30% of the US ocean and marine protected 

areas by the year 2030 is an important step to ensure that our ocean has the 

chance to adapt to and address climate change; allow ocean life populations to 

recover and survive, and continue to allow communities around the country to 

enjoy the dive sites and environments that we all love.  Thank you.  
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Kate Naughten: Thank you, Melissa.   

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Jakob Shockey.   

 

Jakob Shockey: Thank you.  My name is Jakob Shockey.  I'm the Executive Director for the 

Beaver Coalition.  And I’m here to suggest that beavers are the national 

climate action plan for fish, water and wildlife.  So for millions of years 

beaver have actively shaped the form and function of North America.  And 

more than glaciers or plate tectonics, beaver has influenced what our aquatic 

systems look like.  

 

 You read the old (trapper) and explorer journals and you see reference to 

beavers were everywhere there was fresh water except for the Great Lakes.  

And beavers formed the riverscapes upon which fish and wildlife depend.  

This makes sense, right?  For millions of years beaver had been predictably 

doing the same thing from the landscape, building dams, flooding areas, 

digging canals.  

 

 And this predictable habitat that they created was a niche that the rest of the 

ecosystem evolved to.  And so it shouldn't be surprising that as we've seen 

beaver removed from the landscape that niche has started to crumble, that 

habitat started to fall part.  Beaver are in a sense, the perfect illustration of the 

concept of keystone species.  

 

 And we have abundant science pointing to this, that the complex beaver 

managed and maintained riverscape, clean and cool streams, recharge 

aquifers.  They're influenced by forests and grasslands into more of a fire 

resilient landscape which is really important, especially where I'm at on the 

West Coast.   
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 And the (unintelligible) inputs the tons of vegetation beaver are moving into 

the aquatic system help drive the food webs for the entire fresh water 

ecosystem.  As illustrative of this point, some (unintelligible) populations in 

beaver dominated wetlands are twice as productive as watersheds without 

beaver.  

 

 But when beaver are removed when the system starts to fall apart, you get 

these single-threaded channels, the sediment and the carbon come out of logs 

for storage, the water warms and becomes eutrophic.  And I'm not here to 

argue that beaver near protecting.  They're far from threatened.  But they 

struggle in degraded streams across our landscape.  

 

 I'm calling in from the Siskiyou Mountains which is on the border of Oregon 

and California.  My valley is the ancestral territory of the Tacoma people.  

And they call this place the (Spink), which meant Place of the Beaver.  You'd 

never call this Place of the Beaver now.  The populations are thready.  They 

live in banks and they have a hard time building dams that will persist in 

degraded streams over the winter.  

 

 So I'm just bringing two points up.  I think that it's vital that we work to 

support beaver where they are, through supporting implementation of 

voluntary coexistent solutions at sites where beaver activity conflicts with 

infrastructure.  And I think it's important to support building more beaver 

habitat through implementation of beaver-based restoration like low tech 

(unintelligible) restoration.  

 

 So in closing, if we're going to make fisheries and protected resources more 

resilient to climate change, it'll only be on the backs of beaver.  Thank you.   
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Kate Naughten: Jakob, thanks for your call today.  We'll go to our next caller.   

 

Coordinator: Our next question comes from (Jason Donofrio).  Your line is open.  

 

Jason Donofrio: Great.  Thank you so much.  It's a pleasure to speak with you today.  I'm with 

the Ocean Foundation and our organization has been working on ocean and 

climate change issues since 1990 and on ocean acidification since 2003.  Our 

comments today are centered around the idea that we need to think about 

creating jobs that benefit the ocean while reducing the activities that harm the 

ocean and the human communities who live near where those activities take 

place.  

 

 And because reducing harm to the ocean will also increase resilience, this 

helps us reach our overall goals.  The overarching goal to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions must not just be achieved, but should be accomplished by 

transitioning to a more equitable and environmentally just plan to reduce 

pollution while also meeting global food, transportation, and energy needs.   

 

 As societies move towards mitigating climate change it's vital to do so at the - 

through helping vulnerable communities while also protecting wildlife and 

ecosystems.  Restoring ocean health and abundance means positive economic 

returns and climate change mitigation.  We need to make efforts to increase 

positive economic activities such as ocean based renewable energy, which 

both creates jobs and provides cleaner energy.  

 

 By reducing emissions from ocean based transport and engaging new 

technologies to make shipping more efficient, and by preserving and restoring 

coastal and marine ecosystems to increase abundance and enhance carbon 

storage.   
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 Advanced policy that promotes the roles of coastal and ocean ecosystems, 

play a natural ally in creating carbon (sinks) and advancing the idea of 

(unintelligible).  Restoring and conserving important coastal habitats that 

sequester and store carbon, including seagrass meadows, mangrove forests 

and salt marshes, all of which play a huge role in reducing carbon emissions, 

closing the gap that we need to achieve, while also providing opportunities for 

new technologies, investment in subsectors, and economic stabilization in the 

face of change.  

 

 In short, we need to embrace these nature based solutions to meet our global 

goals.  Thank you so much for the opportunity to speak today.  

 

Kate Naughten: Jason, thanks for calling in.  (Lorraine), do we have more callers?  

 

Coordinator: Yes, we do.  

 

Kate Naughten: All right.  

 

Coordinator: (Katie Almeida), your line is open.   

 

(Katie Almeida): Thank you.  Can you hear me?  

 

Kate Naughten: We can (Katie).  Go ahead.  

 

Katie Almeida: Thank you.  My name is Katie Almeida, and I'm the Senior Representative of 

Government Relations and Sustainability for The Town Dock.  The Town 

Dock is a vertically integrated family-owned seafood processing company 

that's been in the business for 41 years.  We own six auto-troll vessels and are 

also supported by many independent vessels, and are responsible for hundreds 

of jobs in our home state of Rhode Island.  
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 Although we fish for a variety of species, the main focus of our business is on 

the two domestic squid species found on the east coast - long fin and short fin 

squid.  We are one of the largest suppliers of calamari in the country.  I'd like 

to make a few comments on the resiliency and fishery management.  

 

 For years now the fishing industry has been witnessing the changes to our 

ecosystem brought about by climate change.  However, the fishery 

management system that creates our regulations has not been keeping up with 

the pace of these changes. Fishery management needs to be able to have the 

flexibility to react to these changes for fishermen to successfully adapt to 

these new conditions.  

 

 Part of building a successful and healthy fishing industry is having access to a 

variety of healthy species.  Diversity is extremely important.  Unfortunately, 

we've been seeing the opposite here on the east coast of the United States.  

instead of being able to adapt to a changing ecosystem with species moving in 

and out of our waters, we are seeing limited access fisheries further limiting 

participation for economic gain, rather than for biological conservation 

reasons.  

 

 This is allowing for a few players to take advantage of these changes while 

others have their effort constrained or entirely cut out.  This management style 

provides benefits to the few while disadvantaging the many.  Diversity is key 

for resiliency, especially in our changing ecosystem.  And we believe we 

should be moving in the direction of expanding opportunities rather than 

curtailing them.  

 

 Continuing to lock fishermen out of potential fisheries is not a trait of flexible 

fishery management and in no way allows for a building of resiliency of the 
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fishing fleet as we are experiencing a changing ecosystem.  Another major 

issue regarding management and shifting stocks is that some stocks are 

shifting across council managed jurisdictional lines.  

 

 States that depend heavily on certain species should be fully represented on 

that species management council.  Right now this is not the case and state 

liaisons have been proven to be insufficient in solving the issue.  We need a 

management structure that reflects the changes that we have been seeing for 

years and will continue to see for years to come.  

 

 However, there's been pushback for inclusion due to special interests and 

politics, despite scientific data showing support for inclusion.  On science 

monitoring conservation, science and monitoring will play an extremely 

important role in the upcoming years as climate change progresses.  Being 

able to track these changes will help us to understand the changes that are 

occurring, assess the health of our ecosystems, and pave the way for flexibility 

needed in fishery management so both the ecosystem and fisheries can survive 

and thrive.  

 

 With alternative energy set to expand across a large portion of southern New 

England and Mid-Atlantic waters, we nee dot make sure that we have a robust 

science and monitoring program in place prior to construction.  A major step 

in this direction would be making sure that the National Marine Fisheries 

Service has the funding it needs to carry out the research and monitoring 

needed to track these changes, all the while carrying out the normal functions 

and data gathering for assessing the health of our east coast species.  

 

 We have many valuable species that live in and around these waters, slated for 

development, and we are very concerned about the negative impacts that may 

occur to the sensitive ecology and (unintelligible) that reside in that area.  For 
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conservation reasons, we are an industry - excuse me.  For conservation 

reasons, we as an industry, are restricted to quotas to protect the stocks we 

rely on.  

 

 For all the work the industry has done to protect the species we in the 

ecosystem we rely on, we are worried it could all be undone with such fast 

paced construction timeline with offshore wind.  We have been consistent on 

asking for quality baseline data and research to be done prior to any 

construction, however that has not happened.  And for conservation reasons, 

we still think there's time to slow this process down and collect the data and 

research needed.  

 

 We can try our best to coexist if we just take the time to do this right.  Lastly, 

a well-funded cooperative research branch will be the key to carrying out any 

additional research needed to solve the problems and address the key issues 

we have been seeing coming with climate change.  The seafood industry has 

always been willing to lend a hand with scientific research, and this would be 

a great way to gather additional data for the National Marine Fisheries 

Service, that the National Marine Fisheries Service might not be able to gather 

itself.  

 

 A well-funded science program should be a priority for the future and we feel 

that this Administration recognizes this importance and can support those 

initiatives.  Thank you.   

 

Kate Naughten: Katie, thank you for your comment.  

 

Coordinator: Our next question comes from Peter Fallon.  Your line is open.   

 

Peter Fallon: Thank you very much.  Can you hear me all right?  
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Kate Naughten: We sure can, Peter.  Go ahead.  

 

Peter Fallon: Thanks.  My name is Peter Fallon.  I’m a full time charter boat operator based 

in Phippsburg, Maine.  I run for hire saltwater fishing trips here in Maine, in 

Massachusetts and North Carolina.  I'm the President of the Maine 

Association of Charter Boat Captains and a member of the American 

Saltwater Guides Association.   

 

 We're speaking today to support NOAA Fisheries efforts to make changes in 

management and conservation measures and improvements in science 

monitoring and cooperative research as a result of climate change.  I’m 

emphasizing the need for research on species of significance for recreational 

anglers and for hire fishing stakeholders.  

 

 (Unintelligible) fish that we pursue and the forage fish that they depend upon.  

I'm also highlighting the need to incorporate climate change effects into 

management plans for these same game fish and forage species.  

(Unintelligible) climate change and its impact is a regular topic of 

conversation on commercial wharves, at regulatory hearings, and social 

gatherings of commercial harvesters.  

 

 Water temps in the Gulf of Maine have been above average 92% of the time 

since 2010.  Lobster populations are shifting eastward.  Cod stocks are not 

recovering.  Black seabass are frequently captured in lobster traps now.  

We've lost our northern shrimp season, likely forever.  And yet too many 

recreational and for hire fishing stakeholders have been far less involved and 

aware of cooperative research and long term planning for impacts of climate 

change.  
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 Despite NOAA Fisheries' data on the significant economic value of 

recreational and for hire fisheries, we are unprepared for the changes that are 

occurring right now.  We lag behind the commercial sectors in actively 

engaging in cooperative research.   

 

 Inclusion of climate change impacts in fisheries management plans, receives 

too little attention within our community.  In general, fisheries management 

has been far too reactive to stock changes.  climate change and the pace of 

these changes, demands a shift in our thinking and we must become proactive 

in our management.   

 

 (Unintelligible) NOAA Fisheries to help us prepare for climate change 

impacts and better understand the support - and support the steps we need to 

take to sustain the fisheries we depend upon.  Thank you for the opportunity 

to comment today.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, Peter.  I appreciate you calling in.   

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Malcolm Milne.  Your line is open.  

 

Malcolm Milne: Yes.  Hi.  Good afternoon.  My name is Malcolm Milne.  I'm the President of 

the North Pacific Fisheries Association.  We're about 80 members in our 

group.  We're based in Homer, Alaska.  A commercial fishing group, mainly 

owner operators.  All of our boats are less than 100 feet.  We call them small 

boats.   

 

 I was wanting to say that in our opinion the best way to make fisheries and 

protected resources more resilient to climate change, is to use science and 

information.  I think that we would rely on NOAA to provide that science and 

information through their surveys in the observer program.  In the North 
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Pacific here we really rely on that information to make our management 

decisions.  And I'm hoping we can take a closer look at bolstering both of 

those sources of information.   

 

 It's crucial to providing resiliency is having information so we can react to 

changing circumstances.  So I fish in the North Pacific here.  I have a 48 foot 

boat and the partial cover observer program especially up here, I think needs 

attention.  We revamped it in 2010 and we're still going through growing 

pains ten years later, especially the observer coverage rates, the funding 

mechanisms and it looked good on paper; hasn't panned out to be a real good 

program in my opinion.   

 

 We are working on electronic monitoring up here but we really need to have 

NOAA take the lead and run it and work through cooperative research 

involving fishermen in it.  But so far it's just kind of been a hodgepodge of 

different pilot programs and we need NOAA's leadership to pull it together 

and make it work.  

 

 So I'd be looking for that as a way to go forward and provide the information 

we need to be resilient.  So thank you for the time.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you, Malcolm.  Do we have another caller?  

 

Coordinator: Yes.  Our next comment comes from (John Almonton).  Your line is open.  

 

(John Almonton): Hi folks.  My name is (John Almonton) and I'm an advocate with 

Environment Washington based on Seattle.  We're a statewide citizen based 

environmental advocacy organization.  Yes.  First of all, I just wanted to say 

thanks so much for opening this channel up for public comment.   
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 Washington is defined environmentally, economically and geographically, by 

the ocean from our state's Pacific coastline to the Puget Sound.  But yes, 

unfortunately our Pacific Ocean and oceans across the world are at great risk 

from climate change.  As you've heard from multiple other speakers today, 

greenhouse gas emissions have made the ocean warmer and less 

(unintelligible) wildlife, putting our oceans' incredible biodiversity at risk.   

 

 But fortunately, our oceans have a role to play in solving climate change and 

building a greener or bluer and more resilient future.  As many other folks 

have stated, protecting at least 30% of our ocean through marine protected 

areas by 2030 is a crucial step towards stemming the extinction of ocean 

wildlife and preparing for a climate changed future.  

 

 Yes.  Marine protected areas are critical - we believe, critical tools for 

enhancing the resilience of US fish populations and protected resources, to 

help us promote and retain complex (unintelligible) ecosystems that are better 

at resisting the impact of climate change and setting aside these areas will 

make ocean ecosystems more resilient to the impacts of climate change, 

meaning more sustainable fisheries in the long term.  

 

 Yes.  And this goal is protecting 30% of the US ocean by MPAs by 2030, is a 

vital tool for protecting our oceans from climate change and again, this is a 

commitment broadly supported by the American public.  Yes, and I appreciate 

that this hearing is mainly focused on the 216(c) section of the executive order 

and we'll definitely be sure to pass on our comments to the good folks at 

Interior, as well.   

 

 But we do believe strongly that marine protected areas have a key role to play 

in making fisheries more resilient to climate change.  And yes, thank you so 

much for the opportunity to testify.   
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Kate Naughten: Hey (John).  Thanks for calling in today.  Next caller.  

 

Coordinator: Our next comment comes from William Bench.  Your line is open.   

 

William Bench: Hello.  Thank you so much for the opportunity.  My name is William Bench 

and I represent the Aquatic Life Institute and the Aquatic Animal Alliance 

which is a coalition of 30 organizations and we also are running another 

coalition, the Coalition for Equity Conservation which is another coalition of 

40 member organizations.  

 

 So the main comments we wanted to make are really to put welfare at the 

forefront of sustainability.  Welfare and aquatic animal welfare is very 

(unintelligible) to sustainability and climate change.  At the coalition we have 

really been pushing for five different pillars of welfare that should be 

incorporated in those (unintelligible) regulation of aquaculture.  

 

 Some of the pillars include the environmental enrichment, making sure we 

provide enough stimulation for the (unintelligible).  The second one revolves 

around (unintelligible) composition.  The third one revolves around water 

quality.  Then we have (sorting) density.  And finally, (unintelligible).  The 

reason those are (clearly) linked to climate change, is because in some of the 

(unintelligible) compositions, we ran some studies that established that up to 

half of (unintelligible) fisheries are being used for (unintelligible) some 

species.  

 

 And some recent studies have been showing we also see that bottom trolling is 

releasing as much carbon as the entire (unintelligible) industry.  So we are 

basically talking about a significant section of the initial of the entire 

(unintelligible) industry being used to create (unintelligible).  
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 That's why we believe we should strongly encourage a switch to alternatives 

and we're really pushing for plant based alternatives.  There is also a big move 

to (unintelligible) aquaculture.  There's also a big move toward seaweed 

farming which will be a very credible alternative and we would provide 

(unintelligible).   

 

 On the contrary, we would be clearly against the use of (insecticides) and 

being able to incorporate both welfare and include those (unintelligible) 

requirements would be a really great step toward a more unified view of 

sustainability and will be extremely beneficial for climate change.  Thank you 

very much.   

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you for calling in, William.  Do we have another caller?   

 

Coordinator: Yes.  Theresa Peterson, your line is open.  

 

Theresa Peterson: Thank you.  Good afternoon.  Thanks for the opportunity to provide 

comments today.  My name is Theresa Peterson and I live in Kodiak, Alaska.  

My family and I have been engaged in commercial fishing for the last 40 

years.  Our son currently runs our boat and the rest of us (unintelligible) 

salmon in the south end of the island in the summer.  Through the rest of the 

year I work with the Alaska Marine Conservation Council as the fisheries 

policy director.   

 

 And I'm a former North Pacific Council member and currently serve on the 

council's ecosystem committee.  Today I'm going to focus my comments on 

Section 216(c).  This morning I finished up written comments and thinking 

about my role as a fisherman I think climate change is the single greatest 
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threat to sustainable fisheries management and maintaining resilient fishing 

communities.  

 

 A lot of my advocacy is geared towards providing opportunities to the next 

generation of fishermen, so others have the chance to stay and make a living 

in a place like Kodiak.  More and more I think it's critical that anyone working 

to support the next generation of rising fisherman, also advocate to support 

climate ready fisheries.  

 

 I think NOAA's in the position to play a leadership role with proactive 

measures to make fisheries more resilient to climate change, in particular to 

the improvement in science, monitoring, and cooperative research.  It's really 

critical that a science based process continue to lead the charge to support 

management and conservation measures which will in turn maintain healthy 

fisheries and the fishing communities, you know, like Kodiak, that depend on 

the health of the ocean resource.  

 

 NOAA must also support fishery management systems which incorporate 

climate considerations throughout the management process, with a fisheries 

client science strategy that can be applied through the regions.  Climate 

change is having an impact on fisheries and the managers must have the 

resources and the tools to be responsive to the changes.  

 

 In addition to providing the tools to support resilient fish stocks and support of 

protected resources, factoring climate change in fisheries management will 

provide stability to fishing communities throughout the nation.  Again, you 

know, NOAA is - it's really important that NOAA plays a critical role and 

maintain the science based principles that are required in Magnuson, and work 

again to proactively develop new and revised approaches for managing 

fisheries that factor in climate change.  
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 It's important that NOAA secure sufficient funding through Presidents Biden's 

budget and use of discretionary funds within the agency, to make sure climate 

change work is supported.  I think that addressing climate change will 

necessitate an inclusive, transparent approach which in turn makes use of our 

collective resources to manage fisheries in a changing climate.  

 

 Ideally this is the beginning of an engagement process and ongoing 

commitment to establish - with an ongoing commitment to establish climate 

ready fisheries.  So thanks again, to NOAA for hosting this listening session 

and providing an avenue for folks around the nation to provide feedback.  

Thanks.  

 

Kate Naughten: Theresa, thank you.  And thanks for taking the time to call in today.  

 

Coordinator: Our next… 

 

Kate Naughten: Do we have another caller, (Lorraine)?   

 

Coordinator: Yes.  Our next comment comes from Carlos Ochoa.   

 

Carlos Ochoa: Hi.  Can everybody hear me?  

 

Kate Naughten: Yes, we sure can Carlos.  Go ahead.  

 

Carlos Ochoa: Thank you very much.  My name is Carlos.  And I'm the National Policy 

Associate with Azul, spelled A-Z-U-L.  And we are a national grassroots 

organization working primarily with the Latinx community to conserve 

marine resources.  I wanted to say that we are thankful for the Biden-Harris 

Administration's leadership on tackling the climate crisis and more 
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importantly, finding solutions that equitably prioritize the resilience of marine 

resources.  

 

 You know, in an effort to mitigate the rapid extinction of ocean wildlife and to 

stabilize our climate and to protect coastal communities like the group that 

rely on the ocean economically but also coastal communities like communities 

of color that are overwhelmingly impacted by climate change, we believe that 

placing at least 30% of our ocean in marine protected areas by 2030 is 

necessary.  

 

 And this is the main part of what I would like to focus on because for too long 

the costs and impacts of natural resource extraction and pollution have fallen 

disproportionately on low income communities then communities of color in 

the US.  Our pursuit of marine resource conservation goals must address this 

legacy and yield a more equitable distribution of nature's benefits to all 

people, not just the fishing community.  

 

 We can certainly achieve this goal by supporting locally led conservation that 

includes people of color in the decision making process, especially in an effort 

to avoid governance and management processes being overrun by locals that 

don't absolutely reflect the community's demographic makeup.  

 

 It's important though for us, to concede that marine protected areas do play a 

critical role in promoting resilient fisheries, safeguarding marine resources 

that are better equipped to resist the impacts of climate change, and also to 

replenish fish stocks.  But marine protected areas are also critical tools to 

ensure communities of color can continue to reap the benefits of spending in 

nature.  
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 This is a goal that is not mutually exclusive to promoting the sustainability of 

fisheries, as long as these MPAs are conscious of the barriers to entry for the 

communities they are close to.  Overall, sustainability and resilience at the end 

of the day, come down to ensuring the future existence and accessibility of 

marine resources to everyone who enjoys them.   

 

 So by equitably protecting at least 30% of the US ocean in marine protected 

areas by 2030 we can ensure this.  And we look forward to the Biden-Harris 

Administration and NOAA's efforts on promoting the resilience of our marine 

resources.  Thank you so much.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you Carlos, for your comments. 

  

Coordinator: Our next question comes from Joseph Gordon.   

 

Joseph Gordon: Thank you.  Can you hear me?  

 

Kate Naughten: Yes, Joseph.  Go ahead.  

 

Joseph Gordon: Great.  Thank you.  My name is Joseph Gordon.  I'm with the Pew Charitable 

Trusts.  We appreciate NOAA's increased focus on climate change.  We'll 

submit written comments, so I'll just briefly summarize our recommendations.  

NOAA Fisheries should continue to transition from single species ecosystem 

based fishery management which provides the ideal framework for 

incorporating climate considerations into fisheries management.   

 

 Using fishery ecosystems and plans to do this can effectively address these 

climate issues including shifting fish distributions, changes in ocean 

productivity and conserving food webs.  It should also ensure that traditional 
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knowledge plays a meaningful role in promoting climate resilience, for both 

fisheries and protected species.  

 

 It's also essential to note that fisheries have fidelity to (MSA)'s core 

conservation provisions, which have been successful at curtailing overfishing 

and rebuilding depleted US fish populations.  Maintaining abundance is 

critical in the face of climate impacts to recruitment, productivity and 

distribution.   

 

 Just as with fisheries, protected species require climate sensitive management.  

One species clearly in need of this is the critically endangered North Atlantic 

White Whale.  NOAA Fisheries must rely on the best available science to 

prevent entanglements by implementing dynamic closures that are adapted to 

white whale presence and distribution in migratory patterns of this critically 

endangered species, shift in time and space.  

 

 Climate change will also shift and/or expand the distribution and migration of 

fish populations which was discussed by several speakers.  Fish populations 

should be managed regardless of where they're caught.  And agencies should 

establish precautionary policies for the development of new fisheries.  This is 

particularly true for forage fish as their collapse would cause widespread harm 

to predators.  

 

 NOAA Fisheries should work with the councils to advance stronger measures 

for managed forage species, to protect their role in food webs and expand 

protections for unmanaged forage species.  Conserving essential fish habitat 

and designating ESA critical habitat includes estuaries, seagrass, kelp, shallow 

and deep sea corals and mangroves is an essential component when ensuring 

climate resilience for fisheries and protected species.  
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 In the face of climate change, avoiding, minimizing and mitigating adverse 

impacts on these habitats from activities like offshore drilling, wind and 

mining, is essential.  Expansion of national estuary and research reserve sites 

will enhance local and national understanding of multiple natural and cultural 

resource issues from sea level rising, ocean acidification, the impact to water 

quality and pollution on fisheries in the world of estuaries and mitigating 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

 We encourage (NOS) expand guidance and support also for state coastal 

management programs, working with those states to advance climate 

resiliency to help protect coastal and near shore ecosystems from potentially 

damaging impacts as well as managing competing and emerging uses through 

tools like special area management plans and geographic location 

descriptions.   

 

 The planet's oceans are changing rapidly.  The future of America's fisheries 

and other ocean dependent activities as well as the health of protected 

resources depends on the efforts we put in motion today to conserve marine 

life and habitats.  We look forward to further opportunities to advance specific 

policies including the immediate need to take emergency action to protect 

white whales from extinction.  Thank you.  

 

Kate Naughten: Thank you Joseph, for your call today.  

 

Coordinator: Our next question comes from (Ted).   

 

(Ted Crixton): Yes.  That must be (Ted Crixton)?   

 

Kate Naughten: (Ted) go ahead.  We can hear you.   
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(Ted Crixton): Okay, great.  My name is (Ted Crixton).  I'm a commercial fisherman with 56 

years of fishing experience under my belt in (unintelligible), Alaska.  I am 

also serving as a member of the (unintelligible) Peninsula Fisherman 

Association Board.  And I am also on the fisheries advisory board for a 

company called OPR Alaska, Inc.  

 

 My comments today are specifically as a commercial fisherman and 

concerned citizen, and one who's experiencing many of the same things that 

are being expressed in this call with the decline of fisheries, and also as a 

member of the fishery advisory board for OPR Alaska.  That's the reference 

point that I'm coming from today.  

 

 My comments are specifically directed on Section 216 subparagraph C.  It's 

not about the 30 by '30 program, but it's specifically about this outreach that 

you were making with this call and in written form, to get input from 

fishermen, scientists and other stakeholders.  And I am wanting to just bring 

to your attention, an extremely important and very well-researched and 

rounded effort that is being undertaken by our private company to address 

these very issues.  

 

 And it has to do with the ocean pasture restoration.  Everybody talks about the 

depletion, which is occurring and the ocean acidification which is occurring.  

But the underlying cause is really being driven as a result of climate change 

that's coming from the reduction, well established known fact that there's been 

a dramatic reduction of the phytoplankton in the ocean which is the basic of 

the food chain web and is the means actually of reducing the carbon dioxide 

content in the ocean and turning that into ocean life.   

 

 And so this company is actually well underway to make a significant impact 

in this effort.  As a company, we have been in contact with the state of Alaska 
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officials for the last several months and are currently in ongoing conversations 

to make them aware of what we're doing.  And so my comments are here to 

just make you aware of a company called OPR Alaska, Inc. which stands for 

Ocean Pasture Restoration Alaska.  It's based in Kodiak, Alaska.  

 

 We have a very well, scientifically based and supportive program to address 

these issues, and we're moving forward.  We would welcome interaction and 

input with NOAA.  We're not asking you to fund us; we're not asking you to 

take leadership but to just be involved because we have a significant addition, 

beneficial addition to make to this great effort.   

 

 We have information available on our Web site, OPRAlaska.com that you can 

reference.  We currently are completing a letter to President Biden directly, as 

well as to your NOAA Web site, that will be going out tomorrow on the 

deadline.  We welcome you to review it for additional information about what 

we're doing.  And we're grateful to see a great effort nationally and globally to 

address this problem.   

 

 And we feel like we can be a substantial part of the solution.  We're using 

nature based processes to stimulate the growth of phytoplankton which starts 

the food chain to all the fish and marine life in the ocean.  And at the same 

time, it converts and repurposes millions of tons of carbon dioxide into new 

life.  And that's exactly the way mother nature does it, using photosynthesis.  

 

 So it's a very much a natural based method that - and so I appreciate the time 

to make these comments and move it forward to having some ongoing 

conversation in the future.   

 

Kate Naughten: (Ted), thanks very much for your comments.  I appreciate it.  Operator, back 

to you.  
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Coordinator: Our next comment comes from Rick Crawford.  Your line is open.  

 

Rick Crawford: Yes.  Hi.  So my name is Rick Crawford and I grew up in the (lower) country 

of Savannah, Georgia.  And currently live in Charleston, South Carolina.  And 

I've witnessed the firsthand impact of climate change in the form of sea level 

rise, the rising air and water temperatures and changes in migratory patterns.  

 

 So addressing climate is crucial to me on a personal level as a father of two 

young children, who wants to ensure that the low country and our abundant 

fisheries stay intact for future generations.  I'm also the president of 

(Emergent) Strategies which is a sustainable business consultancy whose 

mission is to help combat the climate crisis by assisting businesses, to go 

carbon neutral and zero waste.  

 

 Finally, I'm the funder of the Flyfishing Climate Alliance, which is made up 

of flyfishing guide shops, lodges, brands, and nonprofits committed to going 

carbon neutral by 2030.  I know from firsthand experience along with the 45 

plus Flyfishing Climate Alliance members, that the flyfishing industry cares 

deeply about protecting our fisheries from the impacts of climate change.  

 

 So my recommendations are that we continue and always use climate science 

and a science based approach to managing our fisheries.  But that said, the 

number one thing that we can all do as businesses and individuals and 

organizations, is to reduce our collective carbon footprint because we know 

the global greenhouse gas emissions must be halved this decade and carbon 

neutral by 2050 to avoid the catastrophic effects of climate change.  

 

 And finally, we must conserve and protect our existing natural resources that 

act as carbon sinks, such as marshes, mangroves, kelp forests, all which help 
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sequester carbon.  Climate change is not only threatening the future of our 

fisheries, but also our very way of life here in the low country.  And I'd like to 

thank you for the opportunity to speak and thank you for NOAA - to NOAA, 

for addressing climate.  So thank you for your time.  

 

Kate Naughten: Super.  Thank you Rick, for calling in today.  

 

Coordinator: Our next question comes from Linda Behnken.   

 

Linda Behnken: Hi.  This is Linda Behnken.  Thank you for this opportunity to comment.  I'm 

a commercial fisherman based in (unintelligible), Alaska.  I’m also the 

Executive Director of Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association. Our 

members include over 200 independent small scale fishing families based 

primarily in Alaska's coastal communities.  

 

 We've submitted written comments, fairly lengthy, to you.  I'll try to just hit 

some of the high points of those today.  Our fishermen, our members are 

certainly witnessing firsthand, the impacts of climate change on the ocean, on 

fisheries and on fish habitats.  We are deeply concerned and also well aware 

that changes in fisheries management will not stop climate change.   

 

 And we call on the Biden Administration to limit greenhouse gas emissions, 

reduce energy consumption and waste, and support sustainable businesses, in 

particular fisheries that are providing high value, low carbon source of 

protein.  We note that America's wild capture sustainable fisheries are an 

important part of the economy of our country.  

 

 They're also threatened by offshore aquaculture, waterfront development and 

wind farms in addition to climate change.  In building climate resilience into 

fisheries management, we would highlight the absolute importance of sound 
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science, comprehensive stock assessment, adequate catch accounting across 

all nature's sectors including recreational, charter, and commercial fisheries.  

We fully support and stand ready to participate in or to continue to participate 

in cooperative research to promote sustainable fisheries.   

 

 Second point I would highlight in building resilience into our fisheries, is the 

absolute importance of expanding our focus on conserving fish habitats with a 

broad recognition that ecosystem connectivity is essential to achieve 

sustainability goals.  Salmon provides the perfect example of that need to 

reach across a full ecosystem to provide the necessary habitat protections.  

 

 We would support expanding the consultative roles of councils over fish 

habitat, giving councils more authority to prevent damaging uses that 

compromise the resilience of our fisheries, whether those threats occur in the 

open ocean, in bays and estuaries, or far inland.  Third, we ask that NOAA 

recognize the role of local communities and indigenous people in designing 

climate change response and incorporating fishing communities into their 

resilience design.  

 

 Community based fishermen have a long history of advocating for healthy 

oceans.  They're also critical to local food security and local resilience to 

major disruptions such as pandemics and climate change.  NOAA has a 

mandate to provide for sustained participation to marine resources by fishery-

dependent communities.  A mandate that's too often minimized and is now 

increasingly challenged by climate change.  

 

 We are (unintelligible) to providing for that access to build resilience into 

fisheries and fishing communities.  Fishing communities depend on both 

access to fisheries and on working waterfront infrastructure.  We call on 

NOAA to invest in both supporting community based fishermen and adapting 
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to fish and fish stock, or modifying their vessels to reduce habitat or climate 

impacts.   

 

 In particular, we urge NOAA to support industry efforts to convert propulsion 

systems in our commercial fishing fleets to low carbon or carbon neutral 

alternatives.  And to convert fishing gear from him impact fishing gear with 

the potential to disrupt ecosystems, to lower impact gear that helps build 

climate resilience into the ecosystem and into our fisheries.   

 

 Finally, I would urge NOAA to increase the agency's adaptive response to 

ocean and fishery changes as time to respond will need to be real time to 

protect fish stock in fishery dependent communities.  It's essential for NOAA 

and Commerce to develop strategies to expedite climate change response 

mechanisms to meet the challenges ahead.  

 

 To echo previous comments - management needs to shift from being reactive 

to being proactive as changes to our oceans and fisheries, move more quickly 

than our management systems are geared to address.  Thank you very much 

for this opportunity to comment.  We look forward to continuing to work with 

you as we address the challenges climate change is posing to our oceans, 

fisheries, and communities.  

 

Kate Naughten: Linda, thank you very much for that comment.  We're going to have one more 

comment and then I'm going to go back to Paul for some closing remarks.  

And we will wrap up our call.  Last comment.  

 

Coordinator: (Heather Hughes), your line is open.   

 

(Heather Yu): Hi all.  My name is (Heather Yu).  I'm speaking today as a concerned citizen 

and intersectional individual and ocean advocate.  I currently work in the 
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ocean policy space, but my comments today are my own.  I want to sincerely 

thank NOAA for this opportunity to comment and for everyone and their 

patience, and also for everyone's continued attention to climate action. 

 

 I want to stress the critical need for rapid, thorough and adaptive management 

for global ocean health.  I also want to respond to the fisheries industry and 

their statement that static protected areas such as MPAs, are somehow 

antithetical to adaptive management and climate resilience, which is 

categorically and scientifically untrue.  

 

 That isn't to say that static protected areas are the only tool for achieving 

responsible conservation and building resilience, but they are certainly a 

major and necessary part of a sustainable and effective national climate ready 

strategy.  

 

 I would also like to remind NOAA and fisheries reps on this call today, that 

there is irrefutable evidence that MPAs and other protected areas have helped 

fisheries once near collapse, to rebound and recover.  Research emphasizes 

and proves that this is in the best interest of all stakeholders to protect our 

resources with all of the diverse tools at our disposal, including MPAs and 

protected areas.  

 

 We must also prioritize the restoration of the graded areas that are important 

for building coastal resilience, climate mitigation and maintaining fish 

biodiversity.  This is not a 30 by '30 plug but an explicit comment on how to 

make fisheries actually climate resilient.  

 

 To echo comments from other speakers today, we need ecosystem based 

management.  We need to operate across jurisdictions, disciplines, agencies, 

borders and boundaries.  We need to also tie our marine environment to our 
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terrestrial environment and design policies and strategies that reflect how 

those biomes affect each other.  

 

 Shout out to the Beaver Coalition for speaking up today and highlighting just 

how interconnected our terrestrial and marine biomes are.  We also need to 

proceed with a global perspective because it is in truth, one global ocean.  US 

policy affects the global health of the entire ocean and vice versa.  It would be 

self-defeating if we failed to embody this international perspective.  

 

 I would also like to remind everyone on this call that any discussion of climate 

resilience needs to be based in equity justice and access or we risk making 

false and ultimately ineffective progress.  Shout out to Azul and the Latinx 

community and their contribution to environmental and ocean advocacy.   

 

 Lastly, if fisheries want to truly collaborate with NOAA and all other 

stakeholders in this vital process, they must recognize how different efforts 

including protected areas, can also help their livelihoods now and for future 

generations of fisheries.   

 

 In parting, I want to say that I strongly empathize with our fishermen and 

women and that I appreciate their lifelong work and passion for our ocean.  

And I know at the end of the day that we all cherish our marine environment.  

And I sincerely hope we can work together to do better for all.  Thank you.  

 

Kate Naughten: (Heather), thank you.  That was an impassioned end to our call.  I just am 

going to give a few minutes for Paul here.  We want to remind folks that your 

public comments, and I was incorrect on this earlier, the public comments are 

due in writing tomorrow, April 2nd to OceanResources.Climate@NOAA.gov.  

Again, that's on our Web site.  
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 If you go to the homepage you will find the link to the national stakeholder 

callas and the reminder of how to access that email box is right there.  Paul, if 

you're still available I'd like you to close us down here.  Thank you.  

 

Paul Doremus: Thank you, Kate.  I appreciate that.  And thanks to everybody for the 

extensive array of comments today.  It has been fabulous to hear what people 

are seeing in the field and what you all think we should be doing about that. a 

very wide ranging discussion.   

 

 And as Kate indicated, our immediate comment period is ending tomorrow, 

but that is not the end of the road on this.  We're going to continue to collect 

and consider feedback throughout the year.  But this initial phase of input is 

very helpful to us and will be used as we move forward, with the direction that 

we were given under Section 216(c) of the Executive Order.  

 

 And we're of course, also going to share the comments that we received 

through this notice and other engagement efforts that will be on going, with 

other federal agencies that have relevant authorities and mandates.  And that 

has come up a number of times today where there are certainly big lines of 

intersection of not just with NOAA, but with other agencies.  

 

 And we'll be collaborating across the agency environment to that end.  As 

many of you noted, these are big changes that have been playing out over a 

long time period.  And we anticipate that the effort that we are undertaking 

here, will be part of a long term process for responding to the very pervasive 

impacts of climate change on marine resources and on the community that 

depends on those resources.  

 

 So this will be ongoing.  We will stay in touch and please do stay in touch 

with us at OceanResources.Climate@NOAA.gov.  Thank you again, 
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particularly for hanging in there throughout a little technical glitch earlier in 

the call.  And we really do appreciate everybody connecting.  If you were not 

able to get your comment in today verbally, please do send those in at your 

earliest convenience and we'll look forward to hearing from you.   

 

 Thank you everybody.  Kate, back to you to close the call.  

 

Kate Naughten: That's it.  Thank you, Paul.  Thanks everybody, for calling in.  And take care.  

Stay safe.  Take care.  Bye-bye.  

 

Paul Doremus: Thanks everyone.  Bye-bye.  

 

 

END 


